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Jewish Lights. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. Hardcover. 176
pages. Dimensions: 8.9in. x 6.0in. x 0.5in.We live in two seemingly
incompatible worldsrational and spiritual. How can we keep our
balance Like the dolphin who exists in both water and air, so
must we learn to live and thrive in two conflicting worldsthe
rational, material, everyday craziness of life versus the still,
spiritual soulfulness of our deepest selves. Balancing the
twodifficult as it often can beis the key to our spiritual survival.
Through poignant stories, spiritual teaching and insights, Karyn
Kedar shares with us the ways we can integrate the
everydayfamily, work, personal challengeswith our quest for
deeper spiritual understanding. She helps us to decode the three
languages we must learn to weave the seemingly ordinary and
extraordinary together: PrayerThe path through which our souls
connect with the Divine. PerspectiveHow we define lifes twists
and turns, and how our words and actions define the quality of
our lives. MeaningThe quest to understand and make sense of all
that seems incompatible. In graceful ways, Kedar shows us that
by realizing the connection between the ordinary and the awe-
inspiring, we can synchronize our hearts with the ways of the
world and live with joy,...
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Good eBook and useful one. It is amongst the most remarkable ebook i actually have study. You can expect to like the
way the article writer publish this pdf.
-- Pr of . Ar m a nd Seng er  DV M-- Pr of . Ar m a nd Seng er  DV M

Absolutely essential go through book. It can be rally fascinating throgh studying period of time. You wont truly feel
monotony at at any time of your respective time (that's what catalogues are for concerning in the event you question
me).
-- Rober to Lea nnon-- Rober to Lea nnon
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